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INTRO
HAGRID
Ah, there yeh are! About a year ago you were such a big help returnin' creatures to the forest, I
thought maybe yeh'd be willin' to help out again.

Yeh see, the Calamity's set somethin' loose that shouldn't be. Somethin' dangerous. It's burned a
path right through the Forbidden Forest!

HERMIONE
Hagrid, are you saying that there is actual physical damage being done in the Forbidden
Forest? By a Foundable?

HAGRID
Aye. Seems like maybe so. Something burned that path - and it wadn't no angry Blast-ended
Skrewt, I can tell yeh.

HERMIONE
This is terrible news. If the creatures stolen by the Calamity have started affecting the
environment outside of the Traces? This might be a real disaster.

BRILLIANT NEWT SCAMANDER
HAGRID
Merlin's beard! You met Newt Scamander? Amazin' bloke. Wrote the book on Magizoology, he
did.

HERMIONE
I think it is safe to assume that if a Foundable version of Newt could affect the world, he
certainly wouldn't set fire to it.

DRAGON CLAW
HAGRID
Now that's interestin'. Dragon Claws are valuable to Potion-makers, but they aren't easy to get
hold of, on account of 'em being attached to Dragons.

DRAGON HIDE GLOVES
HAGRID
Dragon-Hide Gloves, eh? They're dead useful when you're handlin' creatures what don't want
to be handled.

FIRE CRAB
HAGRID
I've got some experience with Fire Crabs, and they generally won't blast yeh if yeh don't
provoke 'em, but if you do? One of 'em nearly cost me my beard once.

FIRESEED BUSH
HERMIONE
Hagrid, could a Fire Seed Bush do the damage to the Forest that you saw?



HAGRID
A Fire Seed Bush could certainly start a fire, but nothin' like that. I think we're lookin' for
somethin' packing a bit more of a punch.

UKRANIAN IRONBELLY
HAGRID
Oooh, a Ukrainian Ironbelly, of course! Beautiful creatures, and great fire-breathers... well,
that explains the state of the forest, dunnit?

HERMIONE
Can we be sure THIS dragon Foundable burned the Forest?

HAGRID
Well, since the Calamity returned her to her home, we're not goin' to get a chance to ask her,
are we? But this does remind me...

I did see a rather large creature flying about late last night. Thought it might be a bird. Coulda
been an Ironbelly. But she weren't stuck in a Trace at all. She was flyin' free.

HERMIONE
Hagrid, I think I have something I need you to do. I need you to go find us an Ironbelly.

END
HAGRID
The Forbidden Forest's more like its old self now it's regained some o' its missin' creatures.
Thanks for all yer help - couldn't've done it without yeh!


